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POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION AS A
KEY TO BC’S ECONOMIC RECOVERY

The British Columbia Federation of Students represents over 170,000
students at colleges, institutes, and universities in all regions of the province.
The Federation represents full- and part-time students at the college,
undergraduate, and graduate levels. Together these students advocate for a
well-funded system of post-secondary education in BC that is affordable and
accessible for all students. The Federation’s membership is comprised of:
Camosun College Student Society
Coast Mountain Students’ Union
College of New Caledonia Students’ Union
Douglas Students’ Union
Emily Carr Students’ Union
Jusice Institute Students’ Union
North Island Students’ Union
Northern British Columbia Graduate Students’ Society
Okanagan College Students’ Union
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ABOUT THE BC FEDERATION OF STUDENTS

Quest University Students’ Association
Selkirk College Students’ Union
Students’ Union Okanagan of the University of British Columbia
Students’ Union of Vancouver Community College
Thompson Rivers University Students’ Union
Vancouver Island University Students’ Union
207-245 East Columbia Street
New Wesminster, BC V3L 3W4
(604) 733-1880
wearebcstudents.ca

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The advocacy goals of the BC Federation of Students are set democratically by student representatives at twice-annual provincial general
meetings. The discussions held at those meetings and the resolutions that arise from those discussions inform the advocacy that the
Federation takes on each year.
The recommendations in this document would create more access to financial assistance for low- and middle-income citizens, restore
necessary funding to colleges and universities, and reduce financial barriers to education for all learners. These actions are vital to the
government’s economic recovery plan by ensuring access to high-quality education for everyone.

STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Increase funding to the BC Access Grant to provide at least $100 million in non-repayable financial aid annually in order to increase
access to post-secondary education and skills training.

INSTITUTIONAL FUNDING AND FEES
Undertake a comprehensive review of funding in the advanced education and skills training sector to determine gaps in government
funding, in particular for regional colleges and universities, including an infusion of $200 million annually.
Freeze tuition fees and develop a plan to progressively reduce tuition fees at public colleges, institutes, and universities to lessen the
financial burden on students and their families.
Strengthen the Tuition Fee Limit Policy to ensure that institutions are not increasing fees beyond the prescribed limits in the form of
new ancillary fees.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Amend the Tuition Fee Limit Policy to include regulation of fees for international students in order to ensure fairness, consistency,
and predictability of international student tuition fees.
Develop a new BC international education strategy that will provide sufficient support for international students to assist in their
cultural, social, and academic integration.
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BC is in the midst of an economic downturn resulting
from the COVID–19 pandemic. Entire sectors of the
economy have shut down or minimized operations,
and it will be some time before they are running
at pre-February 2020 capacity. In times like these,
education is a crucial tool that governments have
used to spur economic recovery by training or retraining those who lost their jobs and are seeking new
employment. The post-COVID–19 economy will look
very different, at least for a time, and it is imperative
that British Columbians are equipped with the skills
needed to fill labour market demands.
Post-secondary education is key to building a strong,
sustainable, innovative economy that works for
everyone, and to building a workforce that is resilient
and mobile. The government has committed that its
pandemic recovery plan will focus on people: help
to make life affordable, deliver services that people
count on, and continue to build a strong, sustainable,
innovative economy for everyone. Investing in postsecondary education is a critical component of this
commitment, and ties them all together.
By focusing Budget 2021 on affordable and
accessible post-secondary education, the government
can tackle poverty and inequality, contribute to goodpaying jobs in all regions of the province, and ensure
people from all backgrounds have the opportunity to
fully participate in the workforce.
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Post-secondary education is a requirement to ensure a mobile and adaptable workforce; yet in our current system those who
need it the most to be part of the labour force are those who have the hardest time getting it. This results in downstream
costs to government that are not calculated in the equation of how affordable public education is to the public purse.
British Columbians are feeling the squeeze of the cost of education: more than half agree that at least one year of college and
vocational/trades programs should be tuition fee free. Further, an overwhelming majority are opposed to further increases to
the cost of post-secondary education, and more than three-quarters agree with measures to bring student loan debt under
control1.

65%

of British Columbians
think government funding
should make up a higher
proportion of univeristy
funding.

95%

of British Columbians
oppose increases in tuition
fees; moreover, 63%
support a reduction from
current levels.

81%

of British Columbians
support providing students
from low- and middle
income backgrounds with
grants.

57%

of British Columbians
believe the government
can do more to ensure
everyone who is qualified
can get a college or
university education.
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STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
British Columbia is in an affordability crisis and post-secondary students are feeling the impact. Intertwined with the affordability crisis is the labour market shortage:
the province forecasts that there will be over one million job openings in the next 10 years, and 78% of future jobs will require some form of post-secondary education
or training2.
Due to the important measures taken by the government to slow the spread of COVID–19, BC’s unemployment rate reached near-historic highs in 2020; youth
unemployment was higher than the average, and reached nearly 30% in early summer. While unemployment rates have reduced over the past few months, the impact
of physical distancing, closed borders, and other restrictions enacted to slow the spread of the virus will last for months to come. These measures continue to impact
employment in key industries such as service and tourism where young people are disproportionately represented; the resulting unemployment and underemployment
means that many students and their families are unable to save for their post-secondary education.
This pandemic further exacerbates the existing affordability crisis that British Columbians are facing. The average student in British Columbia can no longer afford
post-secondary education on their own, or even with support from their family. Annual tuition fees have more than tripled in the last three decades3 and are now over
$6,000 per year4. Loans are the primary source of financial assistance in BC, resulting in half of students graduating with student debt5.

Grants, Not Loans
Budget 2020 introduced the BC Access Grant, which is the first comprehensive up-front, non-repayable financial aid program for BC students in nearly twenty years.
The implementation of the Grant will help to level the playing field for many who are forced to borrow to access post-secondary education; however, the limited funds
available mean that the door remains closed for many.
The Mandate Letter for the Minister of Advanced Education and Skills Training directs that the BC Access Grant be expanded by increasing eligibility to reduce
barriers to training for British Columbians. This direction is supported by students; however, expansion of the program without additional funds will dilute the financial
assistance promised to individuals when the program was announced.
Additional funding for the BC Access Grant is well within the government’s budget. Eliminating expensive and inefficient tax credits for tuition fees and other
education-related costs would divert funds to a more beneficial program while not impacting the government’s budget. The 2020 Budget allocated $61 million for
these tax credits6, yet these funds don’t increase access to post-secondary education at the front-end, where many people need the most help.
In a time of uncertain employment, increasing the funding available through the BC Access Grant will ensure more students can begin or continue their studies; it will
also assist workers who were laid off to get the retraining they need to re-enter the workforce. The BC Access Grant doesn’t only help to reduce student loan debt at
the end of a person’s academic journey, it actually opens the door to education that may have previously been closed. At this time when education is so integral to
economic recovery, ensuring access for all British Columbians will help lift everyone up.
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Support has Grown
Up-Front Grants
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Eliminating Interest
on Student Loans
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Support for financial
aid initiatives
continues to be very
strong amongst
British Columbians.
In fact, since the
implementation
of two of the
government’s
flagship financial
aid announcements
(eliminating interest
on student loans
and introducing a
grants program),
public support for
these initiatives has
increased7.

GOVERNMENT STUDENT DEBT KEEPING
STUDENTS FROM CONTRIBUTING FULLY TO
THE ECONOMY
Student debt is affecting recent graduates more than ever before.
A 2018 RBC report shows the depth of this impact on graduates’
contribution to the economy in terms of delaying major life choices.
Amongst recent university graduates, over 50% report not saving enough
for emergencies, 45% are delaying a home purchase, 25% delay having
children, and 20% report delaying marriage8. These changes mean that
student debt is shrinking the economy. The pandemic has made things
even worse for many recent graduates as entire sectors of BC’s economy
have all but shut down.

RECOMMENDATION
Increase funding to the BC Access Grant to provide
at least $100 million in non-repayable financial
aid annually in order to increase access to postsecondary education and skills training.
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FUNDING FOR POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS

INVESTING IN BC’S ECONOMIC RECOVERY

As the Government grapples with economic recovery and works to reduce the unemployment rate, educating and re-skilling workers is a vital investment. The pandemic
has highlighted gaps in various sectors – sectors that are key not only to economic growth and stability but also to public health. The pandemic has also decimated
other industries that may take years to return to the level of success they boasted just one year ago – such as the tourism industry. BC’s economic recovery relies on a
skilled workforce, which requires those who have worked in particularly hard-hit areas, such as the tourism and service industries, to get re-trained and deployed into
new fields while their sectors rebuild.

Sector-Wide Funding Review Needed
Funding for BC’s post-secondary sector has not recovered since cuts began in the 1990s, which were exacerbated by the austerity measures implemented by the BC
government in the wake of the 2008 market collapse and subsequent recession. Despite its stated goal of creating a world-class system of post-secondary education,
past BC governments have been remiss in their obligations to adequately fund post-secondary institutions, leaving institutions scrambling to make up for annual
shortfalls with cost-recovery programming and ancillary fees. Between 2000 and 2018, the proportion of provincial funding decreased by 27% in BC9; at the same time
institutions looked to create new fees and increase international tuition fees to fill the gaps in their budgets.
In recent years, the proportion of public funding to BC colleges and universities has dropped to 40.7% of general operating revenue and tuition fees now make up
almost 51% of general operating revenue10—this is a marked difference from the past, when the province was responsible for more than 80% in the 1980s and more
than 90% in the 1970s of institutions’ general operating funds11. This constitutes a massive divestment in public education for the current generation of young people
compared to the support provided to those who attended college and university in past decades.
The Mandate Letter for the Minister of Advanced Education and Skills Training includes a directive to conduct a funding review of post-secondary education operating
grants to make sure public post-secondary institutions have the resources they need to support economic recovery and student success. This is welcome news for
students who have long advocated for a proper review of funding for the sector; however, a funding review with no intention of increasing funding to the sector will
not achieve the government’s goal of ensuring student success and aiding with BC’s economic recovery.
Further, a funding review should include a focus on ensuring that education is accessible to those who live in rural parts of the province. Education is a service to the
people of BC and should not be regarded as a business enterprise; as such, the importance of regional access must be considered when reviewing costs and funding to
those regions.

Stronger Fee Regulation Needed
The lack of sufficient government funding has incentivized institutions to increase tuition fees and ancillary fees as much as possible. Over the past two decades tuition
fees have been steadily increasing across Canada, placing a great deal of financial pressure on students.
Tuition fees in BC have more than doubled since 2001, outpacing inflation by every possible measure. Over the course of this period, the cost of obtaining a degree
has increased by over $13,700 in tuition fees alone12, 13. The Tuition Fee Limit Policy has had an important moderating effect on fee inflation since its implementation.
However, the loopholes in, and limitations to, this policy have for years allowed institutions to circumvent rules through finding creative fee increases or new fees
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altogether. For example, in the 2016-17 year Vancouver Island University14 (VIU) and North Island College15
implemented new ancillary fees to pay for costs that were previously covered as part of students’ tuition
fees. These new ancillary fees—which at VIU total almost one million dollars annually—are simply tuition
fee increases by a different name, and constitute an all-too-easy means to circumvent the principles of the
government’s policy on tuition fee increases.
The pandemic has left many British Columbians struggling financially, and the rising costs of tuition fees
combined with a multitude of new ancillary fees, housing cost inflation, and other living expenses are erecting
barriers to people’s ability to get reskilled to re-join the workforce in a new sector. Minister Kang’s Mandate
Letter includes a directive to strengthen the existing Tuition Fee Limit Policy to make sure institutions are not
increasing fees beyond the prescribed limits; this directive is strongly supported by students in BC.

160%
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TUITION FEE
INCREASES
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INFLATION

RECOMMENDATION 1
Undertake a comprehensive
review of funding in the
advanced education and skills
training sector to determine
gaps in government funding, in
particular for regional colleges
and universities, including
an infusion of $200 million
annually.
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RECOMMENDATION 2
Freeze tuition fees and develop
a plan to progressively reduce
tuition fees at public colleges,
institutes, and universities to
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students and their families.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

A VITAL COMPONENT OF OUR POST-SECONDARY SYSTEM
International students come to Canada for an opportunity to access one of the top ranked countries for higher education globally. Yet two
decades of stagnant or reduced core funding to public post-secondary institutions has resulted in an over-reliance on ever-increasing fees charged
to international students to make up budget shortfalls.
International Students in British Columbia
British Columbia is the second most popular destination in Canada, and hosts one-quarter of
all international students in the country16. As of 2019, BC hosts nearly 145,000 international
students in the post-secondary education system—an increase of 102% since 201117. In BC
public post-secondary institutions, the number of international students has nearly tripled in
the last decade, from 22,000 in 2007 to 60,000 in 201618. The largest growth in international
enrolment has been at colleges, where the international enrolment has more than tripled in the
last decade, from 5,000 to nearly 17,000—an increase of 240%19.
The COVID–19 pandemic exposed the folly of the over-reliance on international students to
fund the public post-secondary education system. In the Fall 2020 and Winter 2021 semesters
international enrolment at a high number of institutions declined sharply, directly resulting in
budget deficits for those institutions. This enrolment decline and corresponding budget deficit
has answered the question that has been posed by advocates for some time: what happens
when international students stop coming?
International students contribute a vast amount into local economies on things such as living
expenses, arts and culture, and recreation. When comparing international education services
to top exports from BC, international education services in 2017 continued to rank third (only
after wood and mineral exports), and accounts for 10.5% of BC’s total value of exported goods20.
According to a report for the BC Council for International Education, it is calculated that in 2017
expenditures from international students in BC post-secondary education totaled $4.15 billion
in annual spending, contributing to more than 31,400 jobs. This is a direct contribution of $2.37
billion to the provincial GDP and over $217.6 million in income taxes21. These figures make it
clear that the value of international students expands much farther than the campus at which
they are studying.

2017 Economic Impact of
International Students

$4.15B

total
expenditures of
international
students in BC in
2017

31,400

number of jobs
created due to
international
students impact
in local
communities

$2.37B
direct
contribution of
international
students to
provincial GDP

$217.6M
income tax
revenue as result
of international
students impact
on BC’s economy
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International Students Deserve Predictability
One of the biggest financial challenges facing international students is the inability to properly
budget for a four-year degree. In any given year, fees may increase by as much as 20% as these
increases appear to be based on whatever the institution deems necessary to balance its budget.
This is an unsustainable model that often results in students struggling to stay in BC to finish their
studies.
Exacerbating the predictability challenge is the fact that there are no notice requirements for fee
increases. Institutions are able to implement substantial fee increases with only a few weeks of
notice, leaving students scrambling to gather resources from their home countries. Unlike domestic
students, international students who fail to assemble the necessary resources face removal from
their courses and programs, and removal from the country. International student fees at universities
in BC have risen 594% since 1991, from $3,991 to $27,705 annually in 201922.

20%

49%

On average,
international students
make up about 20% of
student enrolment at
BC universities.

On average,
international student
tuition fees make up
about 49% of university
tuition fee revenue.

The regulation of tuition and ancillary fees for international students would create fairness,
consistency, and predictability to changes in international student fees, and would respect those
who are traveling great distances and paying substantial fees to participate in our education
system. It would also mean that pricing policies for this vital service would be set centrally by the
BC government, and not left to individual board of governors who regularly implement increases to
offset projected budget shortfalls.

BC Needs an International Education Strategy
BC’s international education strategy concluded in 2016; it is imperative that a new strategy be
developed immediately in consultation with students and key stakeholders in the sector. The
new strategy should take into account the support that international students need, rather than
just focusing on increasing enrollment. Research has shown that when institutions take action to
embrace diversity and create socially supportive school contexts, the social inclusion and academic
success of not just international students, but all students is improved23. International students who
feel supported in their academic experience and who feel integrated into their local community
are much more likely to complete their studies, and are more likely to stay after graduation to
be an enduring presence in BC’s local communities and labour force. An international education
strategy should ensure international students have the potential to expand BC’s job market while
still delivering a positive return on investment in a fair and ethical way. To do this, a new strategy
needs to focus on providing supports that assist international students in their cultural, social, and
academic integration.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Amend the Tuition Fee Limit Policy to include
regulation of fees for international students
in order to ensure fairness, consistency, and
predictability of international student tuition
fees.
Develop a new BC international education
strategy that will provide sufficient support
for international students to assist in their
cultural, social, and academic integration.
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POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION IS AN ESSENTIAL
INVESTMENT FOR BC’S ECONOMIC RECOVERY
Education is a critical tool that the BC government can use to spur economic recovery by training or retraining those who lost their jobs and are seeking new employment. The post-COVID–19 economy may
look very different, at least for a time, and it is imperative that British Columbians are equipped with the
skills needed to fill labour market demands. Further, a robust and accessible system of high-quality postsecondary education is key for British Columbia to remain competitive and innovative into the future.
Annual investments of $200 million would allow the government to provide a post-secondary education
system that is accessible and of high quality, and allow our province to prosper.

$

61

INCREASING ACCESS TO THE BC ACCESS GRANT

$ (61)

SHIFTING FUNDING FROM TAX CREDITS TO THE BC ACCESS GRANT

$ 200

INCREASING FUNDING TO INSTITUTIONS TO ENSURE QUALITY AND AFFORDABILITY

$

0

STRENGTHENING THE TUITION FEE LIMIT POLICY

$

0

ACTING TO SAFEGUARD BC’S REPUTATION AS A DESTINATION FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

$ 200

TOTAL ANNUAL INVESTMENT
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